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I. INTRODUCTION 

          

We introduce the notion of norms over finitely 

generated commutative ring over field F.Also we give the 

concept of right and left invariant of the ring over field F. 

                                             

II. PRELIMINARIES 

 

A. Definition 

A group is a set of together with an operation * that 

combines any two elements a and b from another elements 

denotes a*b or ab. The set and operation (a,*) must satisfies 
four requirements 

  

Closure: For all a, b ∈G a * b∈ G 

Associative: a, b, c∈G (a*b)*c=a*(b*c) 

Identity element: e*a=a*e=a 

Inverse element: For each a in G, there exists an 

element b in G, commonly denoted a−1  

 

B. Definition 

A semigroup is a set S together with a binary 

operation F:S×S→S that satisfied associative property for 

all a,b,c ∈S (a*b)*c = a* (b*c). 

 

C. Definition: 

If ∥∙∥: G → [0, +∞) is a group-norm if it satisfy the 

following condition 

       1.∥ 𝑔1 ∗ 𝑔2 ∥≤∥ 𝑔1 ∥ +∥ 𝑔2 ∥ 

       2.∥ 𝑔1 ∥> 0 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  ∥  𝑔1 ∥=0 iff 𝑔1=e 

       3∥  𝑔1
−1 ∥ =∥ 𝑔1 ∥ for all g1 ,g2 ∈ 𝐺 

 

D. Definition: 

   If ∥∙∥: G →[0,+∞) is said to be an abelian norm if ∥
𝑔1𝑔2 ∥ = ∥ 𝑔2𝑔1 ∥ 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙  𝑔1 , 𝑔2 ∈ 𝐺 

 

E. Note: 
Let G= (A, e,.) be a finite abelian group. Then ||a||=log 

ord(a) is a group norm. 

 

 

 

 

F. Definition 

If (G,∥∙∥, e,*) is said to be right variant it satisfy  

d:G×G→R by 𝑑𝑅(𝑔1. 𝑔2)=∥ 𝑔1
−1 ∗  𝑔2 ∥ 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑔1 , 𝑔2 ∈ 𝐺 

where d denotes the distance function . 

 

G. Remark: 
The  product of finite sequence of normed groups  is a 

normed group. 

 

III. MAIN RESULT 

 
A. Definition: 

A vector space V with a ring structure and a vector 

norm such that for all v,w∈V, 

1.∥ vw∥ |≤∥v∥∥w∥ 

     2.  ∥v *w∥≤∥v∥+∥ w∥ 

     3.If V has an additive identity 0 such that ∥ 0 ∥=0 

     4.If V has a multiplicative identity 1 such that ∥1∥=1, 

also∥v∥ ≥ 0 with ∥v∥=0 iff v=e, ∥ 𝑣−1 ∥=∥v∥ 

 

B. Note: 

The field of real number ℝ is a normed ring with 

respect to the absolute value. 

The field of complex number ℂ is a normed ring with 

respect to the modulus. 

 

C. Definition: 

A ring norm is said to be commutative norm if its 

satisfy ||𝑟1𝑟2 ||=||𝑟1. 𝑟2 || for all 𝑟1𝑟2𝜖R 

 

D. Lemma: 

 If ∥∙∥:𝑅𝑛 →(−∞, +∞) by ∥ 𝑎 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥= max{a, n-a}, a∈
𝑅𝑛  then (𝑅𝑛 , ∥∙∥ , 𝑒, +,∗)is a normed ring. 

 

 Proof; 

(i) Let a,b∈ 𝑅𝑛 since ∥ 𝑎 + 𝑏 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥= max{a+b, n-

(a+b)} then, 

max {a+b, n-(a+b)} ≤max {a, n-a} +max {b, n-b} 

∥ 𝑎 + 𝑏 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤∥ 𝑎 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥+∥ 𝑏 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥 

∴∥ 𝑎 + 𝑏 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤∥ 𝑎 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥+∥ 𝑏 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥 

∥ 𝑎𝑏 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥= max {ab, n-ab} ≤max {a, n-a}. max {b, n-

b}≤||a|| ||b|| 

            (ii) If max {a, n-a} ≥0 for all a∈ 𝑅𝑛 and max {a, n-

a} =0 if and only if a=e=0 

           (iii) Let a∈ 𝑅𝑛  we have ∥ 𝑎−1 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥=∥ 𝑛 − 𝑎 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥  

                          ∥ 𝑛 − 𝑎 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥=max {n-a, n-(n-a)} 
                                                 =max {n-a, a} 

                                                 =∥ 𝑎 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥 
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Hence ∥ 𝑎−1 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥=∥ 𝑎 ∥𝑚𝑎𝑥 

  (𝑅𝑛 , ∥∙∥ , 𝑒, +) is a normed ring 
Obviously,  

 (𝑅𝑛 , ∥∙∥ , 𝑒,∗) is a normed ring 

∴   (𝑅𝑛 , ∥∙∥ , 𝑒, +,∗) is a normed ring. 

 

E. Definition: 

If (R,∥∙∥,e,*) is said to be right invariant if d:R×R→
ℝ by 𝑑𝑅(𝑟1, 𝑟2)=||𝑟1 ∗  𝑟2

−1|| where 𝑟1, 𝑟2 ∈ ℝ where d 

denotes the distance function. 

 

F. Definition: 

 If (R,∥∙∥,e,*) is said to be left invariant if d:R×R→ ℝ 

by 𝑑𝐿(𝑟1, 𝑟2)=||𝑟1 ∗  𝑟2
−1|| where 𝑟1,𝑟2 ∈ ℝ where d denotes 

the distance function. 

 

G. Lemma: 

If R= (B,∥∙∥, e,.) is right and left invariant with respect 

to  [x,y] and [y,x] then 

    (i)𝑑𝑅(xy. yx) =0 iffxy=yx 

    (ii)𝑑𝑅(xy, yx) =𝑑𝑅(yx, xy) 

    (iii)𝑑𝑅((xy)a, (yx)a) =𝑑𝑅(xy, yx) for any a𝜖ℝ 
    (iv)Let a=[x,y] b=[p,q] c=[s,t] then d(a,c)≤d(a,b)+d(b,c) 

 

 Proof: 

By 3.4 definition, 

𝑑𝑅(𝑟1 , 𝑟2)=∥ 𝑟1 ∗  𝑟2
−1 ∥ 

Let 𝑑𝑅(xy. yx) =0 

To prove that xy=yx 

𝑑𝑅(xy. yx) =∥ 𝑥𝑦 ∗  (𝑦𝑥)−1 ∥ 

                 0=∥xy *𝑥−1𝑦−1 ∥ 

0 =∥x𝑥−1. 𝑦𝑥−1. 𝑥𝑦−1. 𝑦𝑦−1 ∥ 

0 =∥ e∥ 

e = 0 then 
xy=yx 

conversely 

xy = yx 

to prove that  

𝑑𝑅(xy. yx) =0 

𝑑𝑅(xy. yx)=   𝑑𝑅(yx. yx) 

=∥ 𝑦𝑥 ∗  (𝑦𝑥)−1 ∥ 

  =∥yx *𝑥−1𝑦−1 ∥ 

=∥y (x * 𝑥−1)𝑦−1 ∥ 

   =∥ 𝑦𝑦−1 ∥ 

    =∥ e∥ 

     =0 

(ii) 𝑑𝑅(xy. yx) =∥xy * (𝑦𝑥)−1 ∥ 

= ∥xy * 𝑥−1𝑦−1 ∥ 

                    =∥yx * 𝑦−1𝑥−1 ∥ 

                    =∥yx * (𝑥𝑦)−1 ∥ 

                    =d (yx.xy) 

(iii)𝑑𝑅((xy)a, (yx)a) =∥(xy)a*[(yx)a]-1∥ 

                                =∥(xy)a*(x-1y-1) a-1∥ 

                                =∥(xy)a* a-1 (x-1y-1) ∥ 

                                =∥(xy) (a* a-1) (x-1y-1) ∥ 

                                =∥(xy). (x-1y-1) ∥ 

                                =∥(xy). (yx)-1∥ 

                                = 𝑑𝑅(xy. yx) 

 

 

iv)let a=[x,y] b=[p,q] c=[s,t] 

          d(a,c)= ∥a*c-1∥ 

                   =∥ a.e*c-1∥ 

                    =∥a.(b*b-1) *c-1∥ 

                    =∥a*b-1. b*c-1∥ 

                     ≤∥a*b-1∥+∥b*c-1∥ 

                     =d (a.b) +d (b.c) 

d(a,c)≤d(a,b)+d(b,c) 

                    Hence proved 

 

 Remark: 

If R is a commutative normed ring if and only if 

𝑑𝑅(xy , yx) =0=𝑑𝐿(yx , yx) for all x,y∈ ℝ 

 

H. Lemma: 

Direct product of two commutative normed ring over 

F (𝑅1,∥∙∥1,e1,*) and (𝑅, ∥∙∥2,,e2 ,●,)  is a commutative 

normed ring over F with respect to a norm define an Rings  

(𝑅1,*)and (𝑅2,●)respectively. 

 

 Proof: 

Let 𝑅1 × 𝑅2={(𝑢1. 𝑢2) / 𝑢1∈ 𝑅1, 𝑢2∈ 𝑅2.}  define a 

norm on 𝑅1 × 𝑅2 by norm  ∥u∥=(𝑢1. 𝑢2)||=||u1∥1+∥u2∥2, 

u=(𝑢1. 𝑢2) ∈  𝑅1 × 𝑅2   (by 3.1(2)definition) 

 

i)let u. v ∈  (𝑅1 × 𝑅1) then u= (𝑢1. 𝑢2), v= (𝑣1. 𝑣2) with 

𝑢1, 𝑣1 ∈  𝑅1𝑢2, 𝑣2 ∈ 𝑅2 
∥uv∥=∥(𝑢1. 𝑢2)(𝑣1. 𝑣2)  ∥ 

=∥(𝑢1 ∗ 𝑣1), (𝑢2. 𝑣2) ∥ 

=∥ (𝑢1 ∗ 𝑣1 ∥1 +∥ (𝑢2. 𝑣2) ∥2 

≤∥(𝑢1) ∥1+∥(𝑣1) ∥1+∥(𝑢2) ∥2+∥(𝑣2) ∥2)  

= (∥(𝑢1) ∥1+∥(𝑢2) ∥2) +(∥(𝑣1) ∥1+∥(𝑣2) ∥2) 

=∥ (𝑢1. 𝑢2)∥∥ (𝑣1. 𝑣2) ∥ 

=∥u∥ + ∥v∥ 

Hence ∥uv∥≤∥u∥+∥v∥    for all u, v∈ 𝑅1 × 𝑅2 

Obviously∥ uv∥ ≤∥ u∥∥ v∥ 

ii) Let u ∈ 𝑅1 × 𝑅2 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 u= (𝑢1. 𝑢2) with 𝑢1 ∈ 𝑅1𝑢2 ∈ 𝑅2 

Since 𝑅1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅2 are normed ring over F  

We know that ∥u∥≥0 and ∥u∥=0 if and only if a= (𝑒1. 𝑒2) 

iii)Let u = (u1, u2)∈R1×R2, then 

∥u-1∥=∥(u1
-1. u2

-1) ∥ 

       =∥u1
-1∥1+∥u2

-1∥2 

       =∥u1∥1+∥u2∥2 

∥u-1∥=∥u∥ 

 

Hence direct product R1×R2 is a normed rings over F. 

Now we have to prove that if it is finite and commutative. 

Let R1 and R2 be a normed ring over F and (R,∥∙∥𝑖, ei)where 

i=1,2,3…. n can be written as 
∏ 𝑅𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1  = R1×R2×…. R1 

∏ 𝑅𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 = {(u1, u2…. Un) where ui∈Ri for each i} 

The algebraic operations ∏ Ri
𝑛
𝑖=1  for u,v∈ ∏ 𝑅𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1  is 

defined component  

uv=(u1,u2,…un)(v1,v2,….vn)=(u1v1,u2v2,…un,vn) define a 

norm for the finite product of normed ring over F ∏ 𝑅𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 as 

follows. 

∥u∥ = ∥(u1, u2…un) ∥ = ∥u1∥1+∥u2∥2+…. ∥un∥n       Where 

ui∈Ri for each i 

 (R1, ∥∙∥, 𝑒𝑖) where i=1,2,3…n is also normed ring over F. 
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I. Analogy: 

The product of finite sequence of normed ring (R1, ∥∙∥ 

,ei)  is  normed ring over F. 

 

J. Theorem: 

If R is a Finitely generated commutative ring over F 

then R≅Zr× 𝑍𝑛1
× 𝑍𝑛2

×……× 𝑍𝑛𝑠
 for some positive 

integers r such that  n1≥n2≥ ….ns ≥2   and ni+1|ni. Also it is 

unique. 

 

K. Analogy: 

Let R be a finitely generated commutative normed 

ring over F. then there exists norm ∥∙∥on R such that (R, 

∥∙∥) is a normed ring over F. 
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